
 

TradeStrip or ProStrip?  

LED’s are solid state devices and in theory can last forever however clearly that doesn’t 
happen - what does happen is that the brightness decays over time to the point where they 
become useless. In lighting terms this point is defined as the L70 figure - that is where the 
light has fallen below 70% of its original level. 

Three things can kill a LED. Heat, dirty power and moisture will all have detrimental effects 
on LED life - this is where the design of the strip is important. A wider and thicker PCB will 
allow better heat management so extending the useful life of the LED’s, circuit design to 
convert more power to light and less to heat also helps 
 

Why the big price difference? 
It’s simply to do with the specification of the components - they are chosen to appeal to 
different markets. For example if you are using LED Strip to illuminate a wardrobe which is 
switched when the door is opened, then TradeStrip makes perfect sense and will provide 
many years of use. If however you are installing LED Strip in a Bar which is hard to reach 
and where it may be on for 15 hours a day, then you should use a ProStrip.  

Another component to consider is the Adhesive Tape - We only use 3M products but there 
are different grades. VHB (Very High Bond) and LSE. Both are fine in normal use, but in a 
more difficult environment, the VHB is going to perform better for longer with little change of 
delamination. 

. 

Is one lower quality? 
In terms of manufacturing quality, that is the care and attention taken to assemble the Strip, 
they are the same. Both are made on modern production equipment in reputable factores 
with full approvals. In terms of component quality then there are differences but it’s not that 
one is more reliable than the other, it’s simply that the performance and specification is 
different. 

ProStrip - the LED’s used are much higher specification in that they are designed for 
extended use over many years without losing significant brightness, the colour consistency 
between the LED’s in a single batch is more consistent and the accuracy of colour 
reproduction is much better. 

TradeStrip - The LED’s are designed for less intensive use in environments where  accurate 
colour reproduction does not matter.  
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Comparisons : 
 

 Lumens per 
watt 

% of initial 
output after 
9000 hours 

Colour 
Accuracy 

(CRi) 

Colour 
Consistenc
y In Batch 
(SDMC) 

Adhesive  
Tape 

PCB Weight 

ProStrip 120 >97% >90 <3 3M VHB 3oz Triple 

TradeStrip 110 >95% >80 <5 3M LSE 2oz Double 

 

 
Some terms you might hear: 
 
L70 :  As LEDs do not fail and “burn out” like other light sources; instead, they gradually 
decrease over time until they are no longer producing useful light. It is generally established 
that the human eye is only sensitive to lumen depreciation of 30% or more. Therefore, L70 
lifetime is dependent upon many variables, such as the operating temperature, drive current, 
and the technology and materials used to construct the products. 
 
LM-80 :  refers to a method for measuring the lumen depreciation of solid-state light 
sources, such as LED packages 

Typically, LED chips are tested for 6,000 hours and extrapolated until they reach L70. LM-80 
determines the rated life of the LED module, but not the life of the complete LED product. 
Other components, such as drivers, electrical connections, product integrity, etc. may fail 
before the LEDs. 

 
TM21 : An approved method for taking LM-80 data and making useful LED lifetime 
projections. The standards apply to lifetime projection of LED package, array or module 
alone. The results can then be used to interpolate the lifetime of an LED source within a 
system (luminaire or integrated lamp) using the in-situ LED source case temperature. 
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